Catalyst's e-discovery cloud platform provides a smarter way to manage cases and regulatory investigations. Rather than send documents to multiple vendors, use Catalyst's central, single-instance document repository for all of your matters. With digital content exploding, corporations and their counsel are looking for new ways to manage discovery and review large volumes of electronic documents. Catalyst CR is a hosted search, review and analytics platform for litigation support, regulatory compliance and other document-intensive matters. Designed to support the heart of the litigation lifecycle, you can manage litigation and regulatory documents from a single, web-based system.

Catalyst CR runs on a grid of servers working in parallel to deliver sub-second search response even for complex queries running against millions of documents. Reviewer speeds regularly reach hundreds of documents per hour, cutting review time and costs dramatically. Loading and indexing are continuous, bringing you document updates in real time without ever having to shut down the system.

I was impressed with the exceptional speed and ease of use with the Catalyst CR search platform. CR is user friendly and requires little time to be up and running and doing complicated searches.

William F. Hamilton, Litigation Partner, Quarles & Brady
Tools Designed for Legal Professionals

Catalyst CR reflects over a decade of development by legal technology pioneers. Designed for the heart of the litigation life cycle, CR provides an integrated platform to manage the process—from processing and loading to search, analysis, review and production—all from a single, web-based system that you control from start to finish.

**Process**

**Fast Track Automated Processing** allows you to submit native files for processing and loading directly into Catalyst CR. Fast Track will process, load and index the files and make them available for search and review. Go from raw files to review in hours, rather than days.

Once documents are processed and loaded, use our **Interactive Culling** tools to target key documents and eliminate spam or other irrelevant materials. Use our **Correlation Navigators** (field text and key concepts) to gain insight into search results without needing to review each document.

**Search**

The **Catalyst Search Grid** spans multiple servers, each working together to bring back results quickly, usually in under a second, even for large, complex queries. Build your searches using any combination of fields and text, including date and Bates number ranges, proximity and wild cards. Searches can have as many as 60,000 characters.

With **Power Search** you can run hundreds and even thousands of searches at one time. Use it for privilege and keyword searches, to folder results and track document search hits. Extensive reports provide defensibility when decisions are questioned.

**Analyze**

Use our search and analytics tools for **Early Case Assessment** to get an early read on your case, and determine key custodians, documents and case facts. Quickly determine the scope of issues and provide a sound basis for litigation budgeting.

Our **Catalytics™ Suite** of analytical tools allows you to reduce document sets and cluster similar documents for faster and more effective review. Equivio integration provides near-dupe capabilities and advanced email threading to further speed up your review.

**Review**

After culling documents using CR’s powerful search engine, you can folder the results in batches and assign them for review. Using our **Assigned Review Workflow Module**, administrators can create custom review workflow steps and automatically move documents from stage to stage. Track review progress and reviewer productivity with our graphical reports.

**Redact**

With privacy concerns becoming paramount, redaction is now an integral part of the review process. Catalyst’s **web-based redaction** system requires no special software or proprietary connections to use. Configure redaction messages, colors and fonts to support case needs. It supports multiple redaction sets, automatic duplicate redaction and the ability to save only redacted pages.

**Produce**

Use **Integrated Production** folders to create native, PDF and TIFF productions with industry-standard load files. Our server grid supports massive conversions,
Built for Big...Perfect for Every Case

Catalyst CR is one of the most versatile search and review platforms on the market. While many clients use Catalyst for their largest matters, it works perfectly for your smaller cases as well. Use for all of your cases, knowing it provides the power and features you need, no matter how your case develops.

Multi-Purpose
Flexible from the ground up, CR allows you to build out the system to meet almost any need. Load native files and images, choose the fields you want to track, set up multiple review forms and your own review workflow with as many stages as you need. We regularly support international arbitrations, FTC Second Requests and FCPA internal investigations along with a variety of corporate document management projects.

Multi-Party
We have been supporting joint plaintiff and defense groups for over a decade. CR’s private fields, folders, searches and secure document collections keep documents and work product separate and protected, allowing opposing parties to work within the same repository. CR users benefit by sharing in cost rather than paying to support repositories.

Multi-Language
Catalyst was a pioneer in supporting multi-language processing, search and review. CR enables search and review in more than 70 languages, including Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Russian, Arabic, Hebrew and the Western European languages. Detect and group documents by language for review, generate computer-based translations on the fly, and use our translation assistant to search across languages with a single statement. We can also provide multi-language reviewers to support your team.

World-Class Consulting
Catalyst consultants—savvy litigation attorneys and legal-technology professionals—offer unparalleled expertise in early case assessment, defensible search methodologies, analytics and review. They can help your team improve the management of large document populations and provide best practices for targeted search, analysis and review.

Partnering with Your Team to Ensure Success
We’re here to help you get the most out of Catalyst’s powerful document repository software. You’ll find Catalyst to be a reliable, resourceful partner, committed to your success in every matter. We can work with your team to develop more effective searches, maximize our clustering technology and optimize review. The results of this partnership? More targeted and efficient review, a defensible process and lower overall e-discovery costs.

The Catalyst Advantage—Industry-Leading Software Backed by an Experienced Team
For over a decade, we’ve been helping corporations and counsel manage electronic documents and reduce e-discovery costs. We built our grid-based systems in the cloud to give you the power you need to handle any matter, regardless of size. And, because Catalyst software is delivered as a hosted service, you don’t have any of the costs or IT hassles associated with buying and supporting appliances.

Unlimited power, there when you need it. That’s the Catalyst Advantage.

“Catalyst is a powerful but flexible tool. Dynamic folders provide a real time picture of how a review is progressing. It’s admin features really allow a firm to be independent and manage review teams efficiently.”

Nilsa Moreno, Weinberg Wheeler, Atlanta
Proven Experience with Complex E-Discovery

**Central Management and Reporting**

A software corporation relies on Catalyst’s enterprise dashboard for direct control and immediate visibility.

**Key Benefits**

- Allocate resources, speed response time and ensure deadlines are met.
- Gain visibility into matters with end-to-end automation and comprehensive reporting.
- Avoid mistakes and reduce costs with better management of documents, reviews and productions.

**End-to-End Automation**

A major investment firm responds to hundreds of cases and completes 1,175 productions, seamlessly and without error.

**Key Benefits**

- Use one integrated platform to load, process, search, review and product documents.
- Send files directly to Catalyst faster, with fewer problems and no lost data.
- Eliminate mistakes that come from moving documents from stage to stage and vendor to vendor.

**International Arbitration**

A Fortune 100 client loads 3.36 million documents (English and Chinese) to Catalyst’s review platform within minutes.

**Key Benefits**

- Run thousands of searches with a click of a button to screen documents for privilege and confidentiality.
- Folder, tag or segregate search hits to reduce document populations or prioritize review.
- Get hit counts, folder results and defensible search reports to meet discovery obligations.

**Enhanced Machine Translation**

Innovative Am Law 25 firm uses Catalyst’s EMT to cut the cost of Japanese document review by 52%.

**Key Benefits**

- Improve results with Chinese, Japanese and Korean languages using sophisticated techniques.
- Process and review large volumes of multi-language data within tight timeframes.
- Eliminate the need for higher-cost bilingual reviewers at the first stage of review.